How to play a board game: Guess my number

This is a question game for 2 players (or teams). In this game, there is one person asking questions (Player Q) and the other person answering questions (Player A).

The game is played on two boards, one for each player. Each board has six different sets of pictures (black and white).

Before playing the game have kids read the vocabulary shown on the boards, then colour the pictures according to the given clues (for example, a green circle).

Decide who will be Player Q and Player A. Player A marks his or her secret set of pictures. Player Q has to guess the secret set by asking yes/no questions.

According to the given answers, Player Q eliminates the pictures on his/her game board until he or she finds out the secret set.

A sample game (shapes vocabulary)

1. Read and colour.

   - Set 1: Circles
   - Set 2: Triangles
   - Set 3: Squares
   - Set 4: Stars
   - Set 5: Rectangles
   - Set 6: Pentagons

2. Then ask and answer.

   - Player Q: Have you got a green circle?
   - Player A: No, I haven’t.
     Player A hasn’t got number 1, 3 or 6. He / she has got number 2, 4, or 5.

   - Set 1: Circles
   - Set 2: Triangles
   - Set 4: Stars
   - Set 5: Rectangles
   - Set 6: Pentagons

   - Player Q: Have you got a green star?
   - Player A: Yes, I have.
     Player A hasn’t got number 2 or 5.

   - Set 2: Triangles
   - Set 4: Stars
   - Set 5: Rectangles

   - Player Q: Have you got a blue square?
   - Player A: Yes, I have.
     Player A hasn’t got number 2. He (she) has got number 5.

   - Set 5: Rectangles

   - Player Q: You have got number 5!